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About This Game

In this game, you have a fascinating journey into the world of cryptocurrencies. Make exchanges on the stock exchange, do
airdrops, and of course extract the cryptocurrency from mining!

Features:

- Steam of achievement

- Nice graphic and music

- Endless gameplay

- Casual game

- This game was created using Clickteam Fusion 2.5
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Title: Bitcoin Trader
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Zloy Krot Studio
Publisher:
Zloy Krot Studio
Release Date: 3 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 32-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2 GHz or faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 1 Gb

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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Just as action packed and addicting as the first one! It's almost 2am and I can't stop playing. Send help.. really intresting game.
I've played this game through from beginning to end approximately once every year or two since 2001. I used to own it on 3
disks, then got a digital version, and finally got the Steam version to better play it on multiple computers. I love this game and
keep coming back to it because it's just that good.

The Good:
+ Extensive party customization. There are tons of race and class combinations, but even beyond that there are choices to make
regarding which weapons to specialize in, which spells to learn upon level-up, etc. The game is different every time I play.

+ Surprisingly good voice acting for 2001. And the way you talk to NPCs is very free-form. I learn new things each time I play.

+ Powerful Strategy. Customize the formation your party travels in, choose defensible positions for resting, bottleneck large
groups of enemies.

+Replay value out the wazoo. Different enemies appear in different places, items are randomized, and there are a million ways
to customize your characters. Plus there are mods out there to change the whole game if you do actually get bored.

The Bad:

- It's just a bit dated. That's it really. The graphics are poor, the world is small and parts of it are a bit empty. There is a large
focus on combat rather than exploration, and the combat moves a little slow even for a turn-based game.

If you like tabletop RPGs that offer a lot of customization, this is a great video game equivalent. If you like strategy RPGs that
make you think about how to position your characters and feature slow, methodical combat, you'll probably love this too. If
you're nostalgic for old-school video game RPGs, this is probably one of the most polished from the 90s era.

It doesn't do a lot of NEW things but it does a lot of old ones really well.. Kittens = Yes
Poop = Yes
Killing = Maybe?
Destruction = Yes
Spiders = Yes. More like boring game-bow
Honestly though, got old fast imo. EDIT:The dev says he will do an update to fix things, I'm willing to give it another shot when
that happens. My anger in my review mostly comes from me disliking games that claim to be hard only to feel cheap when
death arrives. If the dev can make something where I feel the deaths are my fault then more power to them, this review will be
deleted and a glowing positive review will go in its place.

The entire point of the games existence is to be hard.
We already have Super Meat Boy, AVGN Adventures and MANY MORE games sold on their difficulty AND MORE.
Also, those games control well and so deaths feel more justified.
I played for only ten minutes and literally a handful of problems came to me in the first minute.
It has no checkpoints, the enemies bullets move so fast that you just have to pray you wont lose more health, the jump arc is a
joke, the character is so floaty its ridiculous and the amount of enemies everywhere nearly reaches those bad Super Mario
Maker levels in terms of ridiculous. Its graphics look like something off of Newgrounds, rather than something that shares the
Steam Store with the aforementioned Super Meat Boy and AVGN Adventures, but countless other games.
I want to clarify the dev might be a nice guy and all, but they CLEARLY werent ready to post something on the Steam Store at
all.. AWESOME!!!

- PLAY IN NOVEL OR RPG MODE.
. Boring, characterless, ugly and often annoying enemies. Similarly characterless maps. Pointless gimmicky voxel art design.
Depressing tuneless ambient music and\/or depressing generic "heavy" rock, depending on the area and occasional but
significant FPS drops, even with everything turned down. These drops don't really hamper proceedings but lesser rigs might
suffer more. So they're worth mentioning. YMMV.
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**The shooting's decent but any potential is smudged by the drab setting and the painfully amorphous enemies.**

So, you have your map, which you traverse gaily and while double jumping merrily on your way, you set off switches,
grab spawn triggering objectives, funnel enemies into choke points and roller bomb the poo out of them. This is doctor
jekyll.
Then, you have the power node fights. You need to complete these to unlock the next area. These ... are Mr Hyde. They
section you off (you can leave but it resets the fight) on a small part of the map while things run at you, shoot at you,
look meanly at you etc. etc. (Sound familiar? Yea, I bet it does) until through furious dodging and skilful aim, you
emerge the victor .. or .. maybe you just find a ledge where they can't reach you and roller bomb the poo out of
anything that can't fly. Regardless, you might fare 10 x better with a particular weapon due to a certain enemy type but
you won't know that the first time and you'll probably die, which will reset the whole map, which you will need to
traverse (gaily) again to get your loot back .. and you better not die this time or you will lose it all. Now, you don't want
this because you're going to need that loot (and probably more - hello grind) to make the weapon, to kill the thing, that
put you in this loop ... tralalalala. It's not actually as grindy as it sounds but it is as boring as it sounds.
This kind of cycle might be alright if you felt there was any pay off coming or if it was entertaining .. but there isn't
and it's not .. and unfortunately the rpg elements mainly boil down to keeping your gear levelled up. You can add
health or speed or resistances and some other "stuff" but it doesn't quite spice things up enough.

The dev does patch it a lot and it has seen improvements but I'd say, if it piques your interest, get it before the
promised price hike and preferably with a discount. It does scratch a shootery itch (as you can see from my play time)
but with hindsight I can't recommend it. Your time could be being killed in a much more engaging manner, for a
similar price.. Love Puyo Puyo ^^

SEGA, please localise the patches that Japan got!
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Great game. The learning curve can be hard, especially since there isn't much information out there, but that's also part of the
fun.. Favourite puzzle game yet

Love how the 'tutorial' follows a self discovery of the rules and mechanics of the game.

. The game kept surprising me with new mechanics as I progressed, the variety in the level design is really cool.
If you enjoy challengig Shmups I definitely recommend it!. Combat in this game - which there is a lot of - is interminably
boring. The combat consists of sets of three rounds of a modified rock-paper-scissors format. The game randomly generates
your list of RPS choices, meaning its a game of RPS where you might just get forced to pick rock.

Seriously, that's the combat engine.. Long lived Nightmares for the low *low* price of 4.99$.. It's an acceptable action RPG, so
I recommend it, but it's a disappointment compared to Origins\/Felghana. As someone who truly loves the difficulty of this
series and plays every game on the hardest difficulty option, this game is by far the easiest and most un-creative while almost
never punishing the player. The first boss fight is a perfect example, where you can literally just stand at the bottom of the
screen and never get hit, and you can always run back to the bottom of the screen and know you're safe. This wouldn't fly in the
other Ys games, you'd get destroyed if you didn't adapt to every boss attack. It doesn't get much better from that point on and
most fights you can mindlessly rush-down and it's more of a DPS race than it is a boss battle, this is extremely apparent in the
final boss fight as well. As someone who praises the Ys games highly, I can't express how upset this game made me.

*** ONLY PLAY THIS GAME IF YOU WANT AN EASIER YS GAME OR IF YOU'VE ALREADY PLAYED THE
OTHER YS GAMES AND JUST WANT ''MORE'' ***. The only manual is an online webpage that is useless, only describing
basic concepts and not going into how to control your characters, switch chapters, switch between the various modes (thief
mode, etc. The tutorial is a joke and the card system involves no strategy because never know oppoents plan so how plan
accordingly.. great concept! but not polished off enough to be a great game yet.. Full Disclosure: I only played 7 minutes of it
and didnt really pay attention. But do note, that it was a boring and tedious 7 minutes, even WITH the girl in her underwear
scene. I would only play this game if you liked Adult visual novels a lot, if not, this is a NOPE.

Checkout my real short video here:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/NLOZFJcrf0c. Very nice game
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